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 Rating Criteria for Market / Equity Linked Debentures 

Executive Summary 

Principal Protected Market / Equity Linked Debentures (PPMLDs) constitute debt instruments whose 

returns are generally linked to market indices and specific entity stocks, etc. The terms of such instruments 

usually include a promise from the issuer to pay back the face value /principal on the instrument at 

maturity subject to the issuer’s credit risk profile. However, the return/coupon on these instruments is not 

fixed and are normally linked to external market indicators such as equity share price, an equity index or 

the movement of an index, volatility of the stock, the interest rate or commodity prices to capture the 

market upside. Structures of these bonds are fixed initially at the time of issue, along with initial and final 

redemption dates. The performance and valuation of underlying assets is tracked regularly/periodically. 

The coupon is determined at the time of redemption, based on the performance of the initial and final 

levels of underlying assets. The complexity of the structures varies depending on the instrument, appetite 

of the investors and returns associated with it. Various option pricing models are used. In essence, the 

investor has recourse to the issuer’s credit profile (depending on the credit quality of the issuer) and the 

assets acting as collateral (such as equity shares), thus providing a dual recourse. However, return on 

debentures may vary based on the performance of the external market indicators/ benchmarks, which is 

linked with return as compared to a traditional bond and is normally predefined. The main benefit of 

PPMLDs is that even if the index to which the instruments are linked provide low or negative returns, the 

initial capital remains protected. These debentures are specifically designed for risk neutral investors who 

want to participate in the upside of equity markets, without the fear of losing out on the initial capital. 

In PPMLD bonds which are linked to specific stocks, the risk emanates from the borrower’s credit profile 

(measured through evaluation of industry, business, financial, liquidity and management risks), the credit 

risk of the underlying securities for the transaction (such as equity shares), legal risk in terms of robustness 

of transaction and market risk. Therefore, the evaluation of PPMLD transactions requires a rating 

framework different from that for traditional debt instruments. This criteria document covers the rating 

methodology adopted by Brickwork Ratings (BWR). 

Scope of the Criteria: 

This document provides an assessment of the risks considered by BWR while arriving at the rating of 

Market/ Equity Linked Debentures. The overall rating assigned is indicative of the credit quality of the 

issuer, performance of the external market indicator/benchmark to which the returns are linked, and 

various aforementioned risks associated with it.    
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Risk Assessment and Rating Methodology: 

BWR considers the following attributes and risks to assess the credit profile of Market/Equity Linked 

Debentures. While some of these attributes are market specific, others assess the credentials of the issuer 

and management quality. 

Broadly, the factors assessed by BWR are as follows: 

• Credit Risk

• Legal Risk

• Market Risk

• Management Risk

Credit Risk 

An issuer’s ratings and credit quality have a direct implication on the ratings of the debentures. Although 

the payoff depends on the market conditions, PPMLDs are ultimately debentures carrying a certain credit 

risk associated with the issuer’s credit profile. These debentures are mostly issued by corporates/NBFCs. 

The credit risk of a corporate entity is broadly assessed through the evaluation of industry, business, 

financial, liquidity and management risks. In case of NBFCs, an issuer’s financial health is assessed 

through metrics such as capitalisation, asset quality, liquidity, and collection efficiency, track record of 

performance and ability to raise funds in a timely manner.  

Further, the issuer’s liquidity position is an important parameter, where the issuer’s ALM profile is 

assessed to understand the entity’s long- and short-term liquidity management mechanism. MLDs do not 

allow premature exits and all benefits are subject to the investment being held till the redemption/maturity 

date. The principal amount invested is usually locked in for a period of two to three years which exposes 

investors to a high degree of liquidity risk. Therefore, investors must be prepared to hold onto their 

investments till the end of the maturity period.  

Legal Risk 

From a legal standpoint, the legitimacy of the issue of debentures is an important risk factor to be 

considered. As part of its rating process, BWR studies relevant transaction-related legal documents and 

assesses legal risks from the perspective of robustness of enforcement of the structure. BWR obtains 

opinion from an internal legal expert to confirm that the recourse mechanism can be achieved through the 

transaction structure.  

Market Risk 

In addition to the risks inherent to the transaction structure, there are external risks that could elevate risk 

in the transaction. Payment of coupons on debentures is contingent upon a certain underlying market 

condition or volatility of pre-defined indicators/benchmarks such as the Nifty 50 index or government 

securities (10-year G-sec). Macroeconomic risks can impact the performance of specific asset classes and 

lead to a downgrade in the performance of underlying securities. A highly volatile market scenario that is 

highly dependent on the economic, market and political conditions makes these securities a risky 

investment which is appropriately factored in the ratings assigned by BWR. PPMLDs are specifically 

designed for risk neutral investors who want to participate in the upside of equity markets, without any 

fear of losing out on the initial capital and who are expected to take an informed decision, after considering 

the risks associated with the instruments.  

Macroeconomic risks: The state of the economy or of specific sectors and their impact on the 
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performance of the issuer and on the linked returns is incorporated in various scenarios such as no/low 

return on debentures at the time of bearish market conditions.  

Event risk: The occurrence of unforeseen events, failure of the system, political interference, change in 

laws and regulatory frameworks that can further exacerbate the risk of transactions in market/equity 

linked bonds and thus impact the existing rating of PPMLDs. 

Management Risk 

A strong, dedicated and highly experienced board of directors, along with competent promoters possessing 

a strong market experience helps the issuing entity instil investor confidence and helps improve the entity’s 

financial and liquidity position. BWR assesses the overall track record of the management and the quality 

of corporate governance adopted by the issuer as well as the performance of other group concerns. Red 

flags, if any, highlighted by internal or external stakeholders, would negatively reflect in the rating. 

Rating Scale 

In the case of Principal Protected Market Linked Debentures (PPMLDs), BWR prefixes such ratings with 

the symbol “PP-MLD”. As per SEBI guidelines on PPMLD dated 15 June 2011 and 28 September 2011, 

credit rating agencies shall prefix ‘PP-MLD’, followed by standardised rating symbols while assigning 

ratings for long and short-term PPMLD issues.   

These instruments are rated as per the scale given below. 

Long-term debt instruments - instruments with original maturity exceeding one year 

BWR PP-MLD AAA 
Instruments with this rating are considered to have the highest degree of safety 
regarding the timely servicing of financial obligations. Such instruments carry 
the lowest credit risk. 

BWR PP-MLD AA 
Instruments with this rating are considered to have a high degree of safety 
regarding the timely servicing of financial obligations. Such instruments carry 
very low credit risk. 

BWR PP-MLD A 
Instruments with this rating are considered to have an adequate degree of 
safety regarding the timely servicing of financial obligations. Such instruments 
carry a low credit risk. 

BWR PP-MLD BBB 
Instruments with this rating are considered to have a moderate degree of safety 
regarding the timely servicing of financial obligations. Such instruments carry 
moderate credit risk. 

BWR PP-MLD BB 
Instruments with this rating are considered to have a moderate risk of default 
regarding the timely servicing of financial obligations. 

BWR PP-MLD B 
Instruments with this rating are considered to have a high risk of default 
regarding the timely servicing of financial obligations. 

BWR PP-MLD C 
Instruments with this rating are considered to have a very high risk of default 
regarding the timely servicing of financial obligations. 

BWR PP-MLD D Instruments with this rating are in default or are expected to be in default soon. 

Modifier {"+" (plus) / "-"(minus)} can be used with the rating symbols for the categories BWR PP-MLD 

AA to BWR PP-MLD C to reflect comparative standing within the category. 
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BWR assigns a rating “outlook” for ratings from 'AAA' to 'B'. The rating outlook indicates the direction a 

rating is likely to move in over a period of time and may be classified as Positive, Stable or Negative.  

Short term debt instruments- instruments with original maturity of/up to one year 

BWR PP-MLD A1 
Instruments with this rating are considered to have a very strong degree of safety 
regarding the timely payment of financial obligations. Such instruments carry the 
lowest credit risk. 

BWR PP-MLD A2 
Instruments with this rating are considered to have a strong degree of safety 
regarding the timely payment of financial obligations. Such instruments a carry 
low credit risk. 

BWR PP-MLD A3 
Instruments with this rating are considered to have a moderate degree of safety 
regarding the timely payment of financial obligations. Such instruments carry a 
higher credit risk as compared to instruments rated in the two higher categories. 

BWR PP-MLD A4 
Instruments with this rating are considered to have a minimal degree of safety 
regarding the timely payment of financial obligations. Such instruments carry a 
very high credit risk and are susceptible to default. 

BWR PP-MLD D 
Instruments with this rating are in default or expected to be in default on 
maturity. 

Modifier {"+" (plus)} can be used with the rating symbols for the categories BWR PP-MLD A1 to A4. The 

modifier reflects comparative standing within the category. The mapping of long to short-term ratings has 

been explained elsewhere in the criteria. 

Conclusion 

BWR arrives at the final rating after factoring in the aforementioned risks and attributes. Although these 

securities are relatively safer from the perspective of principal protection, significant emphasis is laid on 

the credit risk related to the issuing entity. PPMLDs issued by an entity with a high rating are seen 

positively. The parameters mentioned do not constitute the entire framework for the rating process and in 

fact, are to be considered as a basic approach for understanding the issuer’s credit quality. 

The previous version of this document can be found in 
www.brickworkratings.com/download/Criteria-MarketEquityLinkedDebentures.pdf 

About Brickwork Ratings: Brickwork Ratings (BWR), a Securities and Exchange Board of India [SEBI] registered 

Credit Rating Agency and accredited by Reserve Bank of India [RBI], offers credit ratings of Bank Loan, Non- 

convertible / convertible / partially convertible debentures and other capital market instruments and bonds, 

Commercial Paper, perpetual bonds, asset-backed and mortgage-backed securities, partial guarantees and other 

structured / credit enhanced debt instruments, Security Receipts, Securitisation Products, Municipal Bonds, etc. 

BWR has rated over 11,400 medium and large corporates and financial institutions’ instruments. BWR has also 

rated NGOs, Educational Institutions, Hospitals, Real Estate Developers, Urban Local Bodies and Municipal 

Corporations.  BWR has Canara Bank, a leading public sector bank, as one of the promoters and strategic partner. 
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BWR has its corporate office in Bengaluru and a country-wide presence with its offices in Ahmedabad, Chandigarh, 

Chennai, Hyderabad, Kolkata, Mumbai and New Delhi along with representatives in 150+ locations. 

Disclaimer: It must be clearly understood that a Rating opinion is based on various factors/aspects which includes 

application of certain Rating criteria. The particular criteria applied depends on a number of factors, inter alia, 

sector/Industry, historical performance, cyclical trends, prevailing economic condition, group support etc. Rating 

opinions factor many assumptions and the application of any particular criteria or a set of criteria may be full or 

partial depending upon peculiarity of each case. Application of any Rating criteria should not therefore be 

considered as rendering finality or completeness to a Rating assessment. A reference to criteria needs to be 

perceived in broad terms, only as an aid to a rating decision. 

Brickwork Ratings India Pvt. Ltd. (BWR), a Securities and Exchange Board of India [SEBI] registered Credit Rating 

Agency and accredited by the Reserve Bank of India [RBI], offers credit ratings of Bank Loan facilities, Non- 

convertible / convertible / partially convertible debentures and other capital market instruments and bonds, 

Commercial Paper, perpetual bonds, asset-backed and mortgage-backed securities, partial guarantees and other 

structured / credit enhanced debt instruments, Security Receipts, Securitisation Products, Municipal Bonds, etc. 

[hereafter referred to as “Instruments”].  BWR also rates NGOs, Educational Institutions, Hospitals, Real Estate 

Developers, Urban Local Bodies and Municipal Corporations. 

BWR wishes to inform all persons who may come across Rating Rationales and Rating Reports provided by BWR 

that the ratings assigned by BWR are based on information obtained from the issuer of the instrument and other 

reliable sources, which in BWR’s best judgement are considered reliable. The Rating Rationale / Rating Report & 

other rating communications are intended for the jurisdiction of India only.  The reports should not be the sole or 

primary basis for any investment decision within the meaning of any law or regulation (including the laws and 

regulations applicable in Europe and also the USA). 

BWR also wishes to inform that access or use of the said documents does not create a client relationship between 

the user and BWR. 

The ratings assigned by BWR are only an expression of BWR’s opinion on the entity / instrument and should not in 

any manner be construed as being a recommendation to either, purchase, hold or sell the instrument. 

BWR also wishes to abundantly clarify that these ratings are not to be considered as an investment advice in any 

jurisdiction nor are they to be used as a basis for or as an alternative to independent financial advice and judgement 

obtained from the user’s financial advisors. BWR shall not be liable to any losses incurred by the users of these 

Rating Rationales, Rating Reports or its contents. BWR reserves the right to vary, modify, suspend or withdraw the 

ratings at any time without assigning reasons for the same. 

BWR’s ratings reflect BWR’s opinion on the day the ratings are published and are not reflective of factual 

circumstances that may have arisen on a later date. BWR is not obliged to update its opinion based on any public 

notification, in any form or format although BWR may disseminate its opinion and analysis when deemed fit. 

Neither BWR nor its affiliates, third party providers, as well as the directors, officers, shareholders, employees or 

agents (collectively, “BWR Party”) guarantee the accuracy, completeness or adequacy of the Ratings, and no BWR 

Party shall have any liability for any errors, omissions, or interruptions therein, regardless of the cause, or for the 

results obtained from the use of any part of the Rating Rationales or Rating Reports. Each BWR Party disclaims all 

express or implied warranties, including, but not limited to, any warranties of merchantability, suitability or fitness 

for a particular purpose or use. In no event shall any BWR Party be liable to any one for any direct, indirect, 

incidental, exemplary, compensatory, punitive, special or consequential damages, costs, expenses, legal fees, or 
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losses (including, without limitation, lost income or lost profits and opportunity costs) in connection with any use 

of any part of the Rating Rationales and/or Rating Reports even if advised of the possibility of such damages. 

However, BWR or its associates may have other commercial transactions with the company/entity. BWR and its 

affiliates do not act as a fiduciary. 

BWR keeps certain activities of its business units separate from each other in order to preserve the independence 

and objectivity of the respective activity. As a result, certain business units of BWR may have information that is 

not available to other BWR business units. BWR has established policies and procedures to maintain the 

confidentiality of certain non-public information received in connection with each analytical process. 

BWR clarifies that it may have been paid a fee by the issuers or underwriters of the instruments, facilities, securities 

etc., or from obligors. BWR’s public ratings and analysis are made available on its web 

site, www.brickworkratings.com. More detailed information may be provided for a fee. BWR’s rating criteria are 

also generally made available without charge on BWR’s website.  

This disclaimer forms an integral part of the Ratings Rationales / Rating Reports or other press releases, advisories, 

communications issued by BWR and circulation of the ratings without this disclaimer is prohibited.  

BWR is bound by the Code of Conduct for Credit Rating Agencies issued by the Securities and Exchange Board of 

India and is governed by the applicable regulations issued by the Securities and Exchange Board of India as amended 

from time to time. 

http://www.brickworkratings.com/

